
Daniel Sáez (Barcelona, 1975) is a musician and songwriter that commenced his musical career the 

any one 2007 with the album ‘Factory’. The any one 2009 preceded it ‘Virivium‘ a more electronic 

disk, eclectic and buses at registries. The 2010 presented at the public flanked on the one hand 

very cemented to present 'At the tavern’, a repertory that flirted among the folk and the rock 

more initial of Dylan. ‘At the tavern’ incorporated poems, of catalan authors, musicats. The same 

any one introduces at the the poetic world of the city. Seduced by Jordi's work Pope, commenced 

a music poems of his book ‘Written’ fins a construct a new repertory in its entirety poet-music. 

The result goes being ‘Lets-it race, bad beast! Jordi's poems Pope at what collaboration, at the 

direct, poets of the next scene one Jordi Pope. Since the any one 2015 resides an Amposta 

collaboration with the scenographer Maria Pons Calvet. It has composed musicians and songs for 

actions of the artist M. Pons. 

Any of the material contrived by some actions served, also, to create a new work ‘Viewed since 

the Fangar'. A compilation of songs. When the song of autor finds with the culture ebrenc (South 

Catalonia).  

At present it presents two shows at solitaire ‘The brass’ and ‘Do not give drink at the pianist’. 

His works have been presented Some arenas how the room Apol·lo, Parties of the Mercè of 

Barcelona, Auditory of the Tradicionarius de Gràcia, Auditory of the Philharmonic Union of 

Amposta, among other… 

 

Works discography (Self-publishing) 

Factory (Lp, 2007) 

Virivium (Lp, 2009) 

At the tavern (Ep, 2011)  

Let it race, bad beast! Jordi's poems Pope (Lp, 2013) 

When you was small and I was big (Simple, 2014) 

Viewed since the Fangar (Ep, 2016) 

 

Collaborations with Maria Pons Calvet 

When you was small and I was big, 2014; Five monologues at two voices more a dumb monologue, 

2014; Five dead natures more a device for lecturers, 2014; Nights, 2015; Hands of gypsum, 2015; 

Visitations, 2016; Pitcher of deception, 2018; Mo, 2018. 


